all
all along
all over the country
at all
in all
not at all
allow
almost
alone
along
aloud
already
also
as
as……as
not as/so……as
as if/though
ash
Asia
Asian
aside
ask
ask for sth.
Asleep
assistant
shop assistant
astonish
astronaut
at
Atlantic
The Atlantic Ocean
Attend
Attention
Pay attention(to)
attractively
August
aunt
Australia
Australian
awake
away
baby
back
bad
badly
bag
balance
ball
banana
bank
base
basin
basket
basketball
bat
bath
battle
be
beard
beast
black
blanket
beat
blind
beautiful
block
a block of
blood
blew
become
blue
bed
boat
before
Bob
beg
body
*boil
begin
begin with
beginning
book
at the beginning of
boot
behind
border
born
be born
be born
belong
borrow
belong to
both
bottle
a bottle of
bottom
bowl
box
boy
branches
brain
best wishes
branch
brave
breaed
break
break away(from)
break in
break into
| in the daytime | dirty | during | English in English |
| deaf | disappear | dust | express |
| dead | disappointed | dustbin | expression |
| deal | discouraged | duty | extra |
| a great/good | discover | on duty | eye |
| deal(of) | discovery | dying | eyesight |
| deal with | discuss | E | F |
| dear | discussion | each | face |
| death | dish | each other | face to face |
| debt | distance | eager | make a face |
| December | in the distance | ear | fact |
| decide | distant | early | in fact |
| deed | dive | earth | as a matter of fact |
| do a good deed | divide | easily | factory |
| deep | divide | east | fail |
| dear (pl. deer) | do | eastern | failure |
| defeat | do some cleaning | easy | fair |
| defeat | do some cooking | take it easy | fairly |
| defence | do some shopping | eat | fall |
| defend | do some washing | eat up | fall behind |
| degree | do well in | edge | family |
| delay | do well in | education | famous |
| demand | how do you do | egg | far |
| department | doctor | eight | everyday |
| depend | dog | eighteen | everyone/everybody |
| depend on | dollar | eighth | by far |
| desert | door | either | everything |
| design | next door | either……or | far away |
| desk | dot | elder | so far as |
| destroy | double | elect | farm |
| develop | down | electric | farmer |
| development | downstairs | electricity | farther |
| devote | dozen | elephant | examine |
| devote oneself to | drag | eleven | example |
| dialogue | draw | eleventh | for example |
| diary | drawing | else | excellent |
| dictionary | dream | emperor | except |
| die | dress | empire | excite |
| die from/of | drill | empty | excited |
| difference | drink | encourage | exciting |
| difficult | drive | end | excuse v. |
| difficulty | drive off | at the end of | excuse n. |
| dig | drive sb. mad | by the end of | exercise |
| dining-room | driver | in the end | exhibition |
| dinner | drop | enemy | exist |
| direct | a drop of | energy | expect |
| direction | drop in | engineer | expensive |
| directly | dry | England | experience |
| dirt | duck | engineer | experiment |
|  |  |  | expert |
|  |  |  | explain |
fifth
fifty
fight
fighter
figure
fill
fill....with
film
final
find
find out
fine
finger
finish
fire
fire on foot
football
fight for
fighter forbid
figure force
fill forehead
fill foreign
film forest
final forget
find fork
find out form
fine fortunate
finger fortunately
finish forty
fire forward
catch fire found
set fire to four
firm fourteen
first fourth
at first fox
fish France
fisherman free
fit set free
be fit for freedom
five freely
fix freeze
flag freezing
flat French
flee Frenchman(pl.
flesh French-men
flight frequently
float fresh
food Friday
floor friend
flow make friends
flower friendly
fly v.n. frighten
fog frog
folk from
follow from now/then on
fond from time to time
be fond of from….to
food front
fool in front of
foolish fruit
foolishly full
foot(pl.feet) be full of
at the foot of fun
make fun of funny
fur further future
G gain game
garden gas
gate gather
general gentle
gentleman(pl.gentle-men
gently geography
German Germany
get get along with
get back get away
get in get into
get off get on
gentle get on(well)with
good get out
go out go out for a walk
go over go over
get to bed go to bed
go to the cinema go to cinema
goat god
gold good
be good at
Good heavens!
good morning/afternoon/evening
good-bye good-bye
goods government
grade graduation
gain grain
grammar grand
granddaughter grandfather
grandmother grandson
grass grassland
great greatly
green grey
head headache
headmaster health
sheet sink some stamp strong
shine sir someone/somebody stand struggle
ship sister something stand at attention struggle against
shirt sit sometimes stand by student
shoe sit down somewhere stand up study
shoot situation son star stupid
shop six song stare subject
shore sixteen as soon as stare at succeed
on the shore(s) six sooner or later start success
short sixty sorrow start doing sth. successful
shortcoming size sorry start to do sth. such
shortly skate sort star such as
shot skill a sort of state suck
should skin all sorts of The United States sudden
shoulder skirt soul station all of all sudden
shout slave sound stay suddenly
shout at sleep south steal suffer
show sleeve southern steal suffering
show be on show steel steal sugar
show sb. around slight step suggest
show sb. out/in slightly step by step suit
shower slip spare sun
shut slow spaceship stick summer
shut off slowly spare still
shy small sparrow still
shyly smell speak suit
sick smile speak out sunny
side Smith speaker supper
on the other side smoke speak out have supper
side by side smooth special supply
take the side of smooth away special support
take of sight smooth away speech suppose
sight snake speech sure
sight catch sight of snake speed sure
in sight snow speed sure
out of sight so as so spend closely
sign so far spend--.on surface
silence so that spend--.on surprise
silent so that spirit be surprised
catch silent so that spirit to one's surprise
keep silent so that spirit surround
silk sob splendid sweat
silly socialism socialists sweet
silver socialist sport swim
take simple society have a swim
simple society spot
take simply soft spread have a swim
since softly spring have a swim
sing soil spring have a swim
singer soldier spy sword
single solid square table
tail